Monthly Chapter News:

Welcome back from our summer break.

We had 13 members show up to our June 8th meeting to hear Keith Ristinen - TMWA talk about our local water supply and infrastructure. We learned the history of this quasi-governmental agency and by the end of the presentation, we were able to identify the varied sources of our drinking water. Much to our surprise we learned of TMWA’s small but reliable hydroelectric contribution to our local NV Energy power grid! Keith also showed us the improvements recently completed at the Glendale Avenue collection/processing plant.

September 14th Meeting:

We will have Dale Drury - Grundfos Pump Mfr. Company talk to us about pump efficiency and the use of VFD technology to control water flow and optimize energy consumption in common applications such as heating and water boosting. Dale has been with Grundfos for over 20 years.

Members Needed!

As we begin our Fall meeting sessions, we will once again ask that any individuals, contractors, engineers and governmental agencies with an interest in the plumbing/mechanical trades and associated building code interpretation and implementation to please consider supporting our group with their membership and meeting attendance. Our speaker list is mostly varied and relevant. The short monthly time commitment is well worth the benefits derived from membership in the group. Please consider joining our Chapter.

CEU Information Available

For those of you requiring ongoing CEU accumulation, your attendance at these IAPMO Chapter meetings can be verified and credited towards your goal. Please see Frank Sterzinar for your attendance summary.

Our Chapter is Only As Strong As Your Active Participation